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REPOST: Sport Seat Install...
Posted by: Boston Driver on 2004-12-06 22:42:56
Account #: 69482

I deleted the earlier post about my install because I had to clean up a few things. I waited too long to
edit the original post, and it is too late to undelete. So, here it is again...
This is an easy DIY install if you can get your hands on OEM sport seats.
Again, the standard disclaimer about doing things to your car...you will be working with some wiring
harnesses, including disconnecting the airbag wires. However, I will note that I did not disconnect the
battery for my install. I did not get an airbag error code as long as I did not power on the car when the
airbag wires are disconnected.
Anyway, step one is to remove the headrests and put the seat all the way upright (which helps in
getting the seat out of the car later). Move the seat forward and remove the two plastic covers that hide
the seat rails, which are open in the back.

Then move the seat all the way back, and in front, remove the plastic cover for the front of the seat rail.
Remove the two bolts shown in the picture below. They were half-inch bolts (probably a metric size, but
all I had on hand was the ? inch, which worked just fine).

Then, grab the seat from behind and pull the seat back towards the rear of the car to disengage the seat
rail from the floor mount.

Then tilt the seat back and remove these five connectors (I do not know which one is which, airbag,
power, seatbelt, heat, etc.). The black connector has tabs on the sides that push in towards the center
of the clip to disengage. The yellow connector has to slide out of the harness, and then you can get to a
purple tab that you need to depress to disconnect. The others have those big tabs you can see, and
identical ones on the other side. A small flat blade screwdriver works well here to slide under the tabs on
the top of the clips.

Then, just slide the seat towards the back of the car and out of the rails. One tip here is to put
something like old socks over the wheels so you do not get grease on the rug, or scratch any of the
interior trim. Remove the seat from the car, and VOILA!
Good opportunity to vacuum the carpet...ick poo!

Installation was easy, just the reverse of removal. Start by getting the seat in the car and in the rails.
Tilt up and reconnect the wires. Slide forward and align the seat rail so you can install the two bolts.
Replace the plastic covers, and you are done!
Here is the before and after:
BEFORE

AFTER

And, if you are lucky enough to find a set of rears to go with the fronts, here is a post about swapping
the rear seats:
rear seat swap
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REPOST: Sport Seat Install...
- Boston Driver 2004-12-06 22:42:56 (3515 views)
 very nice great write up!
- pyiu 2006-05-17 15:02:31 (54 views)
 HEY WAIT A SEC. Question... - ArtsA6Q 2004-12-07 10:55:31 (443 views)
 Are your seats sport seats??? :^/
- Boston Driver 2004-12-07 11:36:25 (674 views)
 You might have non-sport seats...
- Boston Driver 2004-12-07 11:50:06 (596 views)
 AHHHHH IC thank you! =) - ArtsA6Q 2004-12-07 23:41:40 (244 views)
 center does not extend in my sport seats :(
- Boston Driver 200412-08 03:30:47 (199 views)


still loooks good! good job on the install!

- ArtsA6Q

2004-12-

08 07:46:29 (150 views)



THANK YOU! - audiSean 2004-12-07 08:56:11 (212 views)
AWESOME....nice job, well written and explained....

- A6 4.2 owner

2004-12-07 06:34:46 (155

views)




Are you okay now with how they look compared to the rears? And like the new sig ;-)
saakey 2004-12-07 06:02:30 (177 views)
 Not entirely happy with the rear seats, but still working on that!
- Boston
Driver 2004-12-07 09:43:47 (201 views)
Looks like my seats ;-)
- EgilA64.2s 2004-12-07 03:14:34 (207 views)

-

Mine too!! :) And that definetly needs to go on Stoney's FAQ!! :D
absolutcq20v 2004-12-07 04:58:48 (160 views)
This should go in the tech files and Stoney's pages, if not already there! ;-)
2.7Twin 2004-12-06 23:41:37 (184 views)
 In the next update.
- Stoney 2004-12-06 23:58:02 (181 views)
 Thank you! ;-)
- 2.7Twin 2004-12-07 06:41:10 (140 views)
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